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Abstract  This paper reports on the design and development of an Android-based 

context-aware system to support Erasmus students during their mobility in Porto. 

It enables: (i) guest users to create, rate and store personal points of interest (POI) 

in a private, local on board database; and (ii) authenticated users to upload and 

share POI as well as get and rate recommended POI from the shared central data-

base. The system is a distributed client / server application. The server interacts 

with a central database that maintains the user profiles and the shared POI organ-

ized by category and rating. The Android GUI application works both as a stand-

alone application and as a client module. In standalone mode, guest users have ac-

cess to generic info, a map-based interface and a local database to store and 

retrieve personal POI. Upon successful authentication, users can, additionally, 

share POI as well as get and rate recommendations sorted by category, rating and 

distance-to-user. 

1 Introduction 

The main goal of this application is to support Erasmus students both upon arrival 

and throughout their stay in Porto. Initially, newcomers can feel isolated and lost, 

experience language difficulties or may need to find a place to stay, i.e., they re-

quire information about where to meet young people, accommodation, food or 

health treatments. In a later stage, when they develop a network of relationships 

and establish a set of preferred indoor and outdoor places, they are ready to share 

this information and, thus, make recommendations to fellow students. 

The developed application intends to help overcoming the initial difficulties 

and promoting information sharing and student integration. The ErasmusApp has 
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two operation modes: standalone and distributed. The standalone mode, which is 

offered to guest users or offline registered users, provides a map-based interface to 

explore, find and store personal POI as well as basic information regarding ac-

commodation, restaurants, hospitals, meeting places, the local Erasmus Students 

Network (ESN), etc. The distributed mode requires user authentication and offers, 

additionally, the possibility to classify, rate and share personal POI and to get rec-

ommendations per category ordered by rating and/or distance-to-user. 

This paper is organized in six sections covering the introduction, the state of 

the art, the development environment, the ErasmusApp system, the tests and re-

sults, the conclusions and references. 

2 Context-aware Mobile Applications 

There are numerous context-aware mobile applications to help tourists finding his-

toric sites, museums, movies, shows, restaurants, stores, recreational activities, 

etc. PC World magazine presents in [1] a distilled list of the essential Android ap-

plications for travellers. Those that inspire this work are hereby listed: 

• COMPASS or COntext-aware Mobile Personal ASSistant is an application that 

provides a tourist with information and services based on his specific context 

and current goal [2].  

• MyMytilene is a mobile tourist guide platform for the Municipality of 

Mytilene, Greece. MyMytilene addresses personalization in the context of al-

lowing users to explicitly select touristic content to be included in a customized 

mobile application which is generated on the fly, adapting the application so as 

to meet the screen size and hardware constraints of the user’s mobile phone. 

The mobile application may be used in either offline or online modes [3]. 

• Wikitude is an augmented reality global travel guide that overlays Wikipedia 

and user-contributed content over the mobile device camera view, providing in-

formation on the user surroundings. Wikitude uses the on-board GPS, compass 

and movement sensors to match the user position in relation to the landmarks 

that the camera is pointing towards [4].  

• Hotels Near Me uses the on-board GPS sensor to establish the user location 

and, then, consults a 60 000 records hotel database to find accommodation in 

the proximity. The user gets the ratings, address, phone number and user re-

views for each hotel. Once he/she picks a hotel, the app shows a gallery of pho-

tos of the rooms and provides the price quotes for the duration of the stay. If the 

user actually books an accommodation, he/she receives a confirmation by e-

mail. Hotels Near Me also lets the user browse for hotels prior to the trip by let-

ting the user select 'elsewhere' from the main screen and then specifying the de-

sired city [5].  
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• Where To? provides in real-time information on cheap gas, movies, shows, 

restaurants, traffic conditions, weather forecasts and news headlines [6] based 

on the user location.  

• Yelp is a service, which includes an Android app, that provides location-based 

business information on top of real-time images from the phone’s camera [7].  

• moreTourism is a content-based and collaborative (hybrid) recommendation 

platform providing information about tourist resources depending on the user 

profile, location, schedule and the amount of time for visiting interest points 

isolated or combined in a route [8]. 

• WebMD is a location and preference-aware healthcare and fitness mobile ap-

plication mostly for non-clinical use [9]. 

• Cinemappy is a location-based mobile application that provides enriched con-

textual movie recommendations. The current spatial and temporal user location 

is the basis for the contextualization and DBpedia, one of the best-known data-

sets publicly available in the Linked Open Data (LOD) project, is the semantic 

enrichment source [10]. 

• Where is a mobile application supported by a local search and recommenda-

tion portal that allows people build their own profiles and to find local events, 

read reviews and other business information, and write their own reviews [11].  

All these context-aware mobile applications provide one or more categories of 

information related to the current user context. The recommendation categories 

range from health [9], tourism [2,4,3,5,8], business [4,6,7,11] to media content 

[10] and their sophistication varies from text, image, video or augmented reality 

suggestions. The user context information corresponds overwhelmingly to the user 

current spatial and temporal data. 

The idea behind the Erasmus App is close to the “Where” or “Where To?” ap-

plications since it provides and allows the classification of location-based recom-

mendations regarding user added locations or POI. However, the Erasmus App, 

which is the front-end of a dedicated location-based collaborative tool, does not 

include the remaining functionalities of these products since it focussed on creat-

ing a sense of community and a support network for Erasmus students. 

3 Development Environment 

The development of Android applications is a dynamic field involving several 

technologies and areas of expertise. Therefore, the first task of an Android devel-

oper is to select the set of inputs, languages, technologies, tools and API to use. 

Since the Android programming environment is Java-based, the distributed system 

(client and server modules) was fully developed in Java, using Eclipse as the Inte-

grated Development Environment (IDE). 
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In terms of persistent data storage, the user local database relies on the local 

Android device SQLite database engine [12]. The central database is stored in a 

MySQL database server [13]. The communication with both SQLite and MySQL 

uses Structured Query Language (SQL) commands. 

A dedicated object oriented protocol was created and used for the communica-

tion between the GUI application and the server. All exchanged messages extend 

from one class with undefined objects as attributes, allowing the definition of spe-

cific subclasses for the different message primitives to be exchanged. 

To enable the installation of the application in as many devices as possible, the 

developed code only uses the Android application programming interface (API) 8 

and the Google Android API for map views [14]. In particular, the Android API 8 

is supported by Android devices with version 2.2.1 or higher [15].  

To determine the user context, which in this case is the user location, both the 

GPS and the network providers are used [16]. The selection of the provider de-

pends on whether the user is connected to the Internet or whether the user is in-

doors or outdoors. When displaying a map, the compass input is also used to show 

the North. The inputs of the accelerometer and the gyroscope have been studied 

and considered, but are not used in this version of the application. 

4 ErasmusApp Location-based Collaborative System 

The ErasmusApp system is composed of the front-end mobile application, which 

includes a local database, and the back-end server module together with the cen-

tral database. The system requires Internet access to be fully operational, i.e., to 

provide add, delete, edit, share and rate POI functionalities. Furthermore, the user 

can request a map view of all locations. 

4.1 Architecture 

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture that includes the Android GUI application 

together with the local database, the dedicated server module and the central data-

base. The GUI application requires an Internet connection to interact with the 

dedicated server module, the Google Maps servers and all external sites used. 

Every module plays a well-defined role in the overall system: 

• The Android application provides the graphical user interface (GUI), including, 

the Web and map views. The Web views correspond to the Basic Erasmus info 

Web links and the map views display the maps provided by Google Maps. 

• The local device database contains a set of predefined locations necessary to 

provide the Basic Erasmus info as well as all personal user-defined POI. 
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• The server module processes the client requests and interacts with the database 

server using SQL. The client/server communication uses a dedicated object-

oriented protocol.  

• The central database contains all information about the registered users, shared 

POI, ratings, etc.  

 

Fig. 1. ErasmusApp system architecture. 

4.1.1 Persistent Storage 

The enhanced entity–relationship (EER) model of the MySQL central database in 

crow’s foot notation is shown in Figure 2.  

 

Fig. 2. Central database EER model. 

The main central database tables are the locations (POI) and the users tables, 

which are connected via the ratings and publishers tables. Additionally, every user 

subscribes a given telecommunications company (telco) and every location be-

longs to a category from the telcos and categories tables, respectively. The pub-
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lishers table allows a location to have multiple publishers (users). The ratings ta-

ble stores the location ratings, where multiple users can rate a single POI and a 

user can rate multiple POI. The categories table holds the eight pre-defined POI 

categories: hospitals, supermarkets, restaurants, hairdressers, outside & quiet, 

touristic, nightlife and others.  

The on-device SQLite database, which stores the personal POI, holds a single 

locations table with id, name, description, latitude and longitude attributes. 

4.1.2 Object Oriented Protocol 

The application level protocol used for the communication between client and 

server modules contains several messages with contents depending on their pur-

pose. Figure 3 shows the contents of the protocol package. This package provides 

the client-side and server-side modules with a common understanding of the ex-

changed messages and objects. 

 

Fig. 3. Protocol package. 

The package defines the DBUser and Loc objects which represent a user and a 

location (the object Location is already defined in the Google Android API). Fur-

thermore, it specifies a class called Protocol, which is inherited by all protocol 

messages, with four generic objects that will be latter casted to specific object 

types in the message subclasses. 

After messages are exchanged, the connection between client and server closes 

in order to minimize the cost of communication. 
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4.2 Distance-to-User 

The equirectangular projection distance (in meters) between the user current posi-

tion and a given POI is calculated using Equation (1) and Equation (2): 

                                                                     )/2( POIum latlat +=φ  (1) 

                  )() coscos( 22

POIumPOImu latlatlonlonRd −+−= φφ  (2) 

where mφ  is the mean latitude angle, R is de radius of the Earth (in meters) and 

ulon , ulat , POIlon  and POIlat  represent the geodetic longitude and latitude coor-

dinates of the user u and POI.  

When the user requests recommendations, they are selected and ordered by rat-

ing (average number of stars) and distance-to-user (d). Therefore, the application 

recommends POI ordered by the quotient between the average rating and the dis-

tance-to-user (stars/m).  

4.3 Functionalities 

The ErasmusApp has a dual-mode operation: standalone (guest users) or client 

(registered users) application. In standalone mode, guest users have access to ge-

neric info, a map-based interface and to the local database to store and retrieve 

personal POI. In distributed mode, authenticated users can, additionally, share POI 

as well as get and rate recommendations sorted by category, rating and distance-

to-user. The stand-alone mode is intended to minimize connection costs and for 

offline operation. The GUI application offers the following functionalities: 

• In stand-alone mode to guest users: 

– Map shows the user location on a Google map. 

– Basic Erasmus info loads an initial set of POI, including essential locations 

such as the Closest Hospitals, Porto ESN and Looking for a House? infor-

mation, as well as famous student meeting points like Piolho, a downtown 

coffee house, Cais da Ribeira, the old quay by the river, and Matosinhos 

beach. This option provides, apart from the regular Android activities 

pages, a Web view activity. 

– Personal Locations allows the user to: (i) add, edit and delete personal POI 

to and from the local database and (ii) display personal POI on a map.  

• In distributed mode and in addition: 

– Login for user authentication and a registration button. 

– Create/Edit profile allows the user to register and modify his profile. 

– Find Location recommends the top ten shared POI per category. These 

recommendations can be ranked by distance-to-user, rating or both rating 
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and distance-to-user. The user, after receiving the top ten recommended 

locations, can go to the POI page to rate and view the location on a map. 

– Personal Locations allows the user to: (i) add, edit and delete personal POI 

to the local database; (ii) display personal POI on a map; and (iii) catego-

rise, rate and share the POI with fellow users (only rated categorised POI 

can be shared). When adding a new POI, its position can be determined 

automatically via the GPS sensor, the network provider or established by 

the user by clicking on the map.  

5 Tests and Results 

Tests were successfully conducted both with the Android device and the Eclipse 

emulator plug-in. Although the application runs faster on the device, the emulator 

was used to capture higher quality screenshots.  

Map 

The mapping functionality is widely used to display the user and POI over Google 

Maps. Figure 5 displays a tapping map of the user location and other POI.  

 

Fig. 5. Displaying the user location with a tapping map. 

Basic Erasmus info 

The Basic Erasmus info loads a default set of POI, including hospitals, accommo-

dation, Erasmus-related information and student meeting points. Figure 6 displays 

the ESN info, ESN site and a map with the user and the closest hospitals.  
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Fig. 6. Displaying basic information. 

Registration and Profile Editing 

User registration and profile editing share the same screen as shown in Figure 7.  

 

Fig. 7. – Registration/Profile editing. 

Personal Locations 

Personal POI can be added using the current user location, specifying the geodetic 

coordinates or via a clickable map – Figure 8. When the user decides to share a 

personal POI, first has to attribute a category and a rating to the POI and, then, has 

to upload the POI to the central database – Figure 8. Upon success, the user gets a 

new page displaying the new shared POI together with the attributed rating. 
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Fig. 8. Adding a personal POI via a clickable map and sharing a personal POI. 

Find Locations 

Find locations returns the ten best ranked shared locations per category. The rank-

ing is based on the collaborative rating and/or on the distance-to-user. Figure 9 

shows the result of a Find locations request for supermarkets ordered by rating to-

gether with a detailed view of the highest ranked supermarket. The detailed view 

presents the name, description, coordinates and the collaborative rating of the 

item. Additionally, the user can add/edit his personal rating, which is immediately 

incorporated into the collaborative rating. The button on the bottom of the page 

loads a map displaying this POI and the user location. 

 

Fig. 9. Recommending shared supermarkets by rating. 
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6. Conclusion 

The application is intended to foster the integration of Erasmus students by col-

laboratively creating and rating a POI database for current and future usage. Users 

decide whether to keep or share their personal POI.  

Achievements 

The ErasmusApp system is a distributed application composed of a central data-

base, a server module and a mobile map-based GUI application with a local data-

base. The Android-based GUI application allows both standalone and client opera-

tion modes. Guest users can add, rate, edit, display on a map and delete personal 

POI that are stored in the local database as well as register. Authenticated users 

can edit the profile, share personal POI, by uploading them to the central database, 

and get recommendations by category ranked by rating, distance-to-user or the 

combination of both. Shared POI are not editable nor removable by regular users.  

The communication between client and server and between server and database 

are both supported by TCP. While the first uses a dedicated protocol, the latter ex-

changes SQL commands. The user spatial context is established through the GPS 

and/or the network provider. 

The tests conducted showed that the implemented functionalities work prop-

erly. The application can be easily ported for other cities than Porto since only the 

basic info needs to be substituted. 

Future Work 

The system has several limitations and new functionalities are currently being de-

veloped, including geo-referenced video sharing, semantic enrichment via LOD 

repositories and hybrid recommendations, i.e., that take into account both the user 

personal profile and the fellow users ratings. In terms of personal profile, it is be-

ing refined to accommodate both spatial and temporal context data, e.g., use the 

temporal context to make recommendations based on the period of the day, day of 

the week or season, and the past POI ratings by category. Another promising fea-

ture is to add a new accommodation main entry in the start menu, rather than in 

the basic Erasmus info section, and expand it to allow finding flats and flatmates. 

More work has to be done on reporting invalid or duplicate locations. The 

server should look not only for identical names, which it does right now, but, also, 

for nearby identical category POI. In this case, the user should get a list of identi-

cal close POI for selection before confirming his own POI input. Additionally, the 

user should be able to report incorrect data, e.g., wrong addresses. This report 

would then notify the publisher of the fact and grant the publisher the permission 

to correct his input. At a later stage, the application could compute the credibility 

of the publishers and, thus, use it to compute the POI rating. 

Finally, user assessment and feedback has to be performed to refine and im-

prove the ErasmusApp. 
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